LOS ANGELES SOUTHWEST COLLEGE
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES (SLO) COMMITTEE

Minutes
Thursday, 8/4/05
3:00 p.m.
President’s Conference Room

Present:
Glenn Yoshida, Igor Daza, Eromo Kelbisow, Pat Lewis, Linda Larson-Singer

Absent:
Earnestine Thomas-Robertson, Nouha Toure, Marian Ruane, Mary Gallagher, Scott Thayer, Leige Henderson, Djessica Harris, Lisa Tousant, Dan Walden, Leticia Barajas, Loan Le

1. Welcome & Introductions
   Glenn Yoshida opened the meeting at 3:15 pm in the President’s Conference Room.

2. Approval of Minutes
   The minutes of 5/12/05, 5/26/05, and 7/7/05 meetings were tabled until the next SLO meeting.

3. Approval of Agenda
   The agenda was approved by consent with no further modifications.

4. SLO Workshops (Flex Day)
   The tentative Flex Day (9/1/05) agenda and timetable was shared with the committee members. A 15-minute SLO presentation is scheduled from 9:30-9:45 am in the Little Theatre. There will be two groups of breakout sessions, including a 30-minute session on Accreditation and a 45-minute session on SLOs. After discussion, it was agreed upon that G. Yoshida will present a 5-minute overview on SLOs and Pat Lewis will follow with a 5-minute “teaser” during the general session to encourage faculty attendance at the SLO breakout workshop. Igor Daza volunteered to facilitate the SLO workshop and introduce the speakers (P. Lewis, S. Maselli, G. Yoshida). Speakers will share SLO (development and assessment) involvement in their summer classes and will limit their talk to 10 minutes each.

5. Process For Developing Institutional SLOs (continued discussion)
   Tabled.

6. Other Items for Discussion
   Tabled.

7. Preparation for Next Meeting
   Tabled.

8. Adjournment
   The meeting was adjourned at 4:10 pm.

Respectfully submitted by G. Yoshida